A powerful paradigm is presented for defining semantics of data types which can assign sensible semantics also to data representing processes. Processes are abstractly viewed as elements of observable sort in an algebraic structure, independently of the language used for their description. In order to define process semantics depending on the observations we introduce observational structures, essentially first-order structures where we specify how processes are observed. Processes are observationally related by means of experiments considered similar depending on a similarity law and relations over processes are propagated to relations over elements of non-observable sort by a propagation law. Thus an observational equivalence is defined, as union of all observational relations, which can be seen as a very abstract generalization of bisimulation equivalences introduced by David Park.
Introduction
Various formalisms and languages have been proposed for describing processes, each one admitting a variety of interesting semantics, serving different purposes. The variety of formalisms and semantics has raised two fundamental issues: relating them (for example, CCS and Petri nets) and investigating unifying viewpoints. A considerable amount of work has been done in the first direction, while only recently (see [ 3,15,20,2 1 ] ) the second one has been pursued (although some early pioneering work was already done in [28] ).
An area where abstraction from the particular languages is essential, is the algebraic specification of abstract data types. Indeed, whenever some data are processes, in order to keep a reasonable level of abstraction, processes are to be specified just as special elements in some algebraic structure and moreover their semantics has to fit into the overall semantics of the specification. Now it is rather well known that the classical notions of semantics for algebraic specifications turn out to be not adequate for expressing sensible semantics for processes. Thus the usual semantic paradigms for abstract data type specifications have to be extended. For example in [ 141 it is shown how to build a good semantics for processes, with the use of projection spaces and initial continuous algebras; their work is much in the spirit of the process algebra approach (see [ 81) where semantic equivalences for processes are (explicitly) axiomatized. In this paper we follow an alternative way which is more similar to the approach developed by Milner (see [22] ), on the basis of the key concept of bisimulation introduced by D. Park in [23] . Informally, we assume that the axioms of the specification, together with the usual axioms for static data types, qualify the data which are processes as dynamic entities (see the rules about transitions in CCS) and then from these axioms various semantics can be given depending on the observations, which however are not directly axiomatized.
More specifically, our construction aims at finding classes of semantics which enjoy the property of being a maximum fixpoint of a suitable transformation and hence also the powerful associated proof technique widely exploited by Milner in his fundamental work on CCS and SCCS.
Let us give an outline of the content. Processes are abstractly viewed as observable elements of an algebraic structure, that we use for defining a semantics embodying an observational viewpoint and which is called observational structure (Section 1.3). Essentially it consists of a first-order structure (or algebra with predicates) equipped with l experiments: (possibly infinitary) first-order contexts for observable elements; l a similarity law for experiments: a function which, given a (similarity) relation on the elements of the algebra, generates a similarity relation on experiments;
l a propagation law for relations: a function which propagates a (similarity) relation on the observable elements to a (similarity) relation on elements of the other sorts.
With each observational structure a family of observational relations is associated, with a maximum that we call observational equivalence. This equivalence, as expected, is not always a congruence; thus it is shown how to derive canonically an approximating congruence and also how to define observational equivalences which are congruences. Whenever this equivalence is a congruence we get an observational semantics by the usual quotient operation.
Our construction is a much more abstract version of Park's construction of maximum bisimulation. Indeed, observational structures capture the essential ingredients for defining over algebraic structures those semantics which share with the original notion of bisimulation semantics the feature of being maximum fixpoints of suitable transformations.
Hence the associated proof technique is effective: in order to show that two elements are semantically equivalent, just find an observational relation to which they belong. As a desired consequence many known bisimulation semantics for processes (presently, all known to us) are special cases of this construction. But observational structures are not at all confined to a generalization of bisimulation semantics for processes. Indeed because of their abstract nature and of the flexibility in the choice of the similarity laws for experiments and of the propagation laws for relations, they can be applied to give a wide range of semantics for abstract data types. It can be shown indeed that the full class of well-known semantics, like initial, final and various behavioural semantics, are special cases of this paradigm. We do not emphasize this point here, where our main purpose is to relate our approach to concurrency. Note in particular that observational structures allow to define sensible semantics for processes, whose specification includes axioms for identifying different configurations (states). This approach, fully advocated in [ 6 1, where processes are seen as special data types, is now more and more appearing in one way or another; for example, it plays an important role, within the special setting of multiset rewriting, in the "chemical abstract machine" technique of Berry and Boudol [9] and is a central idea in the theory of "Rewriting as a unified model of concurrency" of Meseguer [ 2 11 .
Together with introducing the new concept of observational structure and semantics and showing how it captures a wide range of semantics, this paper aims at demonstrating that the level of abstraction/generalization is the right one; in particular that it allows to state interesting fundamental results. Since here we are mainly interested in relating our work to the treatment of concurrency, we show that in our setting it is possible to extend, with improvements, two classical results about labelled transition systems. In Section 1.4 it is shown that for finitely observable structures the observational equivalence is obtainable as an w-iteration; in the particular case of labelled transition systems our conditions are more general that the classical "finitely branching" condition.
Then in Section 2 we show how to associate with an observational structure various classes of observational formulas which play the role of Hennessy-Milner modal logics. Our contribution is not just a generalization but clarifies, we believe, some basic issues. First it is shown how every basic modality (the analogue of (a) in the original logic) is associated with a set of pattern sets, i.e. schemas of experiments. Then we investigate under which conditions a family of pattern sets determines a logic characterizing the observational equivalence in the sense of a Hennessy-Milner logic: two elements are observationally equivalent iff they satisfy the same set of such formulas. The condition found is that the similarity law of experiments has to be completely determined (we say represented) by the given family of pattern sets. Hence, our result, that we call "generalized Hennessy-Milner theorem" is not stating that a particular logic characterizes an observational equivalence, but it is stating conditions for various "modal" logics to do so. Our conditions show that a family of pattern sets representing a similarity law does always exist, when we use the family of observational equivalence classes. However, this does not give an explicit characterization.
The result points out that interesting characterizing "modal" logics are obtained in correspondence of families of pattern sets not only representing the simulation law but having a, possibly finite, explicit simple description. The strength of our result is better appreciated recalling that it may be applied to specifications with axioms about data structures and of course to higherorder concurrent calculi, since processes in our approach are just special data. Higher-order calculi are discussed while introducing the modal logic in Section 2.1; then in Section 2.3 modal logic characterizations of distributed and branching bisimulations as applications of the generalized HennessyMilner theorem are given. The examples show that our modalities are the analogous of those introduced by Hennessy-Milner for strong bisimulation and by other authors for different equivalences (e.g. in [ 131) .
Throughout the paper we use various versions of the well-known CC'S and generalizations to illustrate ideas, definitions and applications. But in Section 3 we briefly show how our treatment finds its application in an algebraic specification framework, in order to integrate the specification of processes, functions and data types. This integration was the original motivation of our work (see [ 6, 5 ] for the general approach).
The problem of a sensible extension to an algebraic setting of the notion of bisimulation has been first tackled in [ 71, where a lattice of simulation relations is defined, whose greatest element can be seen as a possible correspondent of Park and Milner's notion of bisimulation in an algebraic framework; in [4] a different concept closer to the original definition is proposed. Applications of the notion of generalized bisimulation to concurrency can be found in [6] (where a family of parametric concurrent calculi integrating processes, functions and abstract data types is defined and its properties are studied) and in [ 51 (where several examples of processes used as data types are given); while applications to the semantics of abstract data types can be found in [4] . Our work, together with generalizing the Hennessy-Milner work (see [22] ) to general algebraic structures, is clearly much related to the work by De Nicola and Hennessy on testing equivalences (see [ 12] ), and the relationship will be partly clarified in the paper. We also feel that in the framework of observational structures it is possible to formalize and deal with the hierarchies of semantics for concurrent processes presented by Abramsky in [ 1 ] ; this will be the subject of further work.
Arnold and Dicky [ 31 and Ferrari and Montanari [ 15 ] work in a partly similar direction to ours, aiming at a general framework for the semantics of concurrency (but without considering abstract data type specifications). Their approaches are, however, different; they define classes of models (@-algebras in [ [ lo] ) and get the notion of maximum observational equivalence via terminality. A deeper analysis of the relationship between our and their work would probably be of interest. Also, it is a research topic to be examined whether with each observational structure can be associated a category such that the observational equivalence (or, the maximum congruence contained in it) can be obtained via terminality; some preliminary investigations can be found in [ 161.
Observational structures
The purpose of this section is to motivate the formal definitions given in Section 1.3 by means of some simple examples, and also to introduce the notation.
We briefly summarize our formal framework, which is the usual one of many-sorted total algebras with predicates, is the interpretation of t in A. If 4 E 3133~ (X) and A is a C-algebra, we denote as usual by A t= q5 the fact that q5 holds in A.
I. Similarity of experiments
In this section we first rephrase the well-known (finite) CCS calculus of [22] (denoted here by CCSO) using the algebraic notations introduced above; we then recall the definition of strong bisimulation (relation) on CCSO and introduce the idea of defining bisimulation starting from a set of experiments and from a notion of similarity between experiments. By means of some other small examples we then further motivate this point of view. where ACT is a set of symbols for actions such that r E ACT.
Strong bisimulation for CCSO
The "usual" operational model for CC'S0 is just the term-generated algebra over the signature &csa such that all and only the identifications which can be inferred from the equalities ?? = a for all a : act, and T = T hold, and such that the interpretation of the predicateis the one given by means of the following inductive rules (where a : act and b, b', b", bl, b', : be).
In the sequel we denote this model simply by CCSO. (Note that, in the algebraic terminology, CC'S0 is the initial model of the algebraic specification having as signature &-se and as axioms the equalities and the conditional axioms corresponding to the inductive rules given above, see Example 1 in Section 3. ) It is well known that the above model is not satisfactory as a semantic model for CCSO, since it distinguishes too much (for example, b' + b" is different from b" + b'); in this sense one is looking for better semantics for ccso.
In general a semantics on an algebra A is given by means of a congruence on A; a congruence can be seen as an A-family satisfying additional constraints, where an A-family is a pair ({Rs}se~, {R,},,p), such that for all s E S we have R, C A: and for all p : s1 x .. . x s,, E P we have R, c A,, x ... x ASn. Being a congruence means that the identifications in R, and the validity in R, are coherent between them and with the algebraic structure of A (see Notice that the similarity relation between experiments depends on R; hence we introduce a function S that we call similarity law associating with each R ;,binary relatiz,n S(R) on experiments, which is so defined in this case:
Weak bisimulation
If we decide that some actions, say 7 actions, should not be observable, then we need a semantic equivalence which is less line than strong bisimulation, since two behaviours whose activity differ only in the nonobservable actions performed should be made equivalent. This is achieved by defining the well-known weak bisimulation, which is obtained by introducing a new predicate =+ : be x act x be defined by the following inductive rules
and considering a different kind of experiments of the form x & b. Weak bisimulation is defined using the same definition schema of strong bisimulation by just changing the set of experiments and by using an analogous similarity law.
Divergence sensitive weak bisimulation
Let us extend CCSO to include also some infinite behaviours (for example, either by means of a fixpoint combinator, or directly by means of operators like P defined by recursive equations, as for example P = z . P). It is well known that weak bisimulation does not distinguish properly between terminating and nonterminating behaviours (for example, P is weakly equivalent to nil); to get a finer semantic equivalence we introduce a new experiment, Stop, defined by the following infinitary first-order formula:
where the hi's and ai's are variables of sort be and act respectively. Stop succeeds on all and only the terminating behaviours.
To be equivalent we require now that two behaviours not only have to exhibit the same visible actions, but they also have to agree with respect to termination. The definition schema of bisimulation rephrased using the concept of experiment 
Observing multilevel parallelism
It is useful to generalize the definition schema slightly by allowing several observed sorts. For example, suppose that we extend CCSO with a new sort net whose elements model CCSO behaviours seen as nodes of a network (inductively defined as a single behaviour or a parallel composition nl 11 n2 of two networks) whose activities proceed in a free parallel way, except when restricted by the "/'I operation; a new sort lab whose elements label include behaviour labels and can be this end a binary operation "*".
the network transitions; these labels composed in parallel; we assume to and e" S(R) e'; (ii) for all s +! 0, R, is the identity relation; (iii) for all p E P we have R,cp". Since S is monotonic, then there exists the maximum multilevel bisimulation, which is also the maximum fixed point of an appropriate function.
Propagating identities
In the examples introduced in the previous section, the semantics of the objects of the nonobserved sorts act and lab is fixed: the semantic identifications made on behaviours (and on nets) do not introduce new identifications on actions (and on labels). Clearly, this is not always the case, and we explain this point by means of an example.
CCS': a higher order CCS
We extend CCSO by allowing handshaking communication with exchange of behaviours (see [6, 25] ); formally we add to CCSO an action operation SEND : be + act; a behaviour b can hence perform a SEND( b' ) action, where b' is another behaviour, and the intuitive meaning is that b' is being sent as a value which can be received by some other process performing a corresponding SEND (b' ) action.
In this case we want that, given b' and b", if b' is semantically equivalent to b", then the action SEND(b') should also be semantically equivalent to SEND(b"), where the propagation of the semantic identifications to other sorts is represented by means of a propagation function P: for all s E S, P(R), is the propagation of R to the elements of sort s (we require P(R), = R, for all o E 0). In this case we have that given R,
To complete the example, we have to define the similarity relation between 
Observational structures and their semantics
The discussions, definitions and examples of collected in the notion of observational structure vational relation.
the previous sections are and of (maximum) obserIn this section A denotes an algebra on a signature Z = (S, F, P), and 0 G S denotes the set of the observed sorts. A semantics on A is represented by an A-family which is defined as follows. Given an experiment e E Exp(L', 0) such that e : o, an element a E A, and a variable valuation 'u such that 21 (x0) = a, we write A + e [a] to denote that e holds in A under the valuation 21. Usually we do not insist in specifying the sort of an experiment whenever this is clear from the context.
Definition 1.3 (Similarity laws). S-law (A, 0) is the set of all monotonic
functions from A-families into the set of binary relations on Exp(C, 0) respecting the sorts of the experiments.
Definition 1.4 (Propagation laws). P-law (A, 0)
is the set of all monotonic functions P from (A, 0)-families into A-families such that P (R), = R, for all 0 E 0.
The fact that similarity and propagation laws are monotonic is needed to prove Proposition 1.8. In Section 2.3 we use the notation PA for the propagation law that satifies l A is a C-algebra (the structure on which we want to define a semantics); l 0 c S is a set of sorts (observed sorts, the sorts of the objects on which we perform some experiments); . Exp c Exp(Z, 0); l S E S-law(A, 0); l P E P-law(A, 0).
We use OS to denote a generic observational structure (C, A, 0, Exp, S, P).
As for the case of strong bisimulation, for each OS there is a monotonic function 30,s on A-families, which can be used to characterize the observational relations and whose maximum fixed point (which does always exist) is the maximum observational relation. 
-family R is an o-relation iff RS 3os( R); (2) 30s is monotonic over the complete lattice of A-families, ordered by inclusion; (3) the (arbitrary) union of o-relations is an o-relation; (4) -OS d&f U{RIRC 3os(R)} .
IS an o-relation and -os= maxtix 30s.
Proof. The proof is routine; note that the monotonicity of 30s follows from the fact that both P and S are monotonic. 0
Sometimes we denote -0s simply by N and call it the maximum o-relation of OS.
Notice that a' mS a" iff there exists an o-relation R such that a' R, a"; moreover (aI, . . . , a, ) E wP iff there exists an o-relation R such that (at,.. . , a,) E&.
In general we cannot ensure the maximum o-relation to be either reflexive, or transitive, or symmetric; to this end additional requirements on P and S can be made; below we show just an example. Note that due to this fact also preorders defined as bisimulations (e.g. applicative bisimulations for A-calculus of [ 21 and the prebisimulations for CC'S of [ 271) could be seen as o-relations of appropriate observational structures).
Proposition 1.9. Zf for all A-families R we have that S (R' ) = S(R)* and if for all equivalences R we have that P(R) is an equivalence, then N is an equivalence, where R' is the smallest equivalence containing R .
Proof. N 10 is an equivalence (due to the hypothesis on S); the hypothesis on P ensures then that -itself is an equivalence. 0
If S and P are as in Proposition 1.9, then we say that S reflects equivalences and P propagates equivalences. Important note. We do not require that S reflects equivalences and P propagates equivalences in the definition of observational structure since these conditions are only sufficient; moreover in significant cases S and P do not satisfy these requirements and still -0s is an equivalence (even a congruence).
This seems peculiar to the bisimulation-like approach, where also the observational relations are not in general equivalences, even when the maximum is so. Of course, we are only interested in maximum orelations which are equivalences and therefore we assume from now on that -0s is an equivalence and we call it observational equivalence.
We are now going to show how we can approximate observational equivalence by an associated congruence, which is the observational equivalence of a suitable observational structure, following a classical approach often used in concurrency.
Observational models
If N is congruence, then the quotient algebra A/-is the observational model associated with OS. However, even when -is an equivalence, it is possible that -is not a congruence (for example, in the case of weak bisimulation for CC'S). This happens either when the observations made by the experiments are not coherent with the algebraic structure or when P does not generate congruences on the nonobserved sorts. Sufficient conditions ensuring -to be a congruence can be found for the case of transition systems in [ 18 ] and for the algebraic case in [ 16 1.
When N is not a congruence, we can try to approximate -by means of the greatest congruence respecting the observational requirements. This approximation is the maximum o-relation associated with an observational structure obtained and FS(R) 2.
In the following we say that a propagation relation P propagates congruences iff for all (A, O)-family R, if R is a congruence, then P (R ) is a congruence. Then for (x) and the definitions it is routine to check that if R is an o-relation for OflF, then R is an o-relation for OS) and that conversely if R is an o-relation for OS which is a congruence, then it is also an o-relation for OfiF. 0
Notice that Proposition 1.12 offers also sufficient conditions for ~0s to be a congruence: if OS = (OS') CF for some observational structure OS' satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.12, then -0s is a congruence.
Moreover Proposition 1.12 suggests also another way of handling the cases where observations and algebraic structure are not coherent: just by defining observational congruences instead of observational relations and taking the maximal one.
Classes of observational structures
Observational structures can be grouped into classes having particular features. On this ground we can define and study hierarchies of observational structures on the same algebraic structure and their relationship. A detailed investigation is out of the scope of the paper. We single out two classes which will be used here. Clearly ZD reflects equivalences, so if P propagates equivalences the maximum o-relation associated with a testing structure is an equivalence; moreover if A is term-generated and Exp is closed by context filling, then the maximum o-relation is a congruence.
Initial observational structures. These are the observationai structures associated with an algebraic specification, by taking the initial model as the algebra of data and deriving canonically the propagation and the similarity law, on the bases of the associated equational deduction system (it can be shown that the construction corresponds to a free (initial) construction in the usual algebraic sense). They are those introduced in [4] , where also conditions for the observational equivalence to give a model are stated. Initial observational structures are formally defined in Section 3, where examples are also shown.
A hierarchy of approximations
Recall that OS denotes (L', A, 0, Exp, S, P ), a generic observational structure.
We build a class of A-families ( %L)nEo (where 0 is the class of the ordinals) approximating the maximum o-relation -0~. We assume in this section that S reflects equivalences and P propagates equivalences. Definition 1.14. The class ( %A)J.~~ is defined as follows: (Fos is given in Delinition 1.7); l if L is a limit ordinal, then %A = nnl,n =A,.
Finally, 2 = ~JJ.~~ ~1.
Proposition 1.15. For all ordinal numbers A, p E 0: (1) p <A implies ZAG ?Zpc; (2) ZA is an equivalence; (3) -5 rJ_; (4) if card@) > card(A,) for all s E S, then E,J = Z; (5) g = N.
Proof. Standard results.
q This proposition implies that in case of carriers of denumerable cardinality the maximum fixed point of Fos can be obtained by iterating F0.s up to the first ordinal whose cardinality is greater than that of CL). In general, as it is well known, gw is not a fixed point for FOG. In particular cases, however, it is sufficient to stop to o (for transition systems, this class extends the class offinitely branching transition systems for which gw = N has been proved, see [22] ). The rest of this section is devoted to prove this claim.
The basic idea is that we can stop at sw whenever each element of observable sort passes only "few" " equivalent" experiments. In the case of finitely branching transition systems "equivalent" means S ( S' 0 ) and "few" means finite; in our general definition "equivalent" means S ( E k ) for some k 4 0 and "few" means linite modulo S ( E ,). Definition 1.16. The observational structure OS is finitely observable iff for all o E 0, a E A, and e E Exp there exists k 3 0 such that the set
De,k(a) = {e' 1 e' E Exp,eS(Zk)e',A k e'[a]}
is finite modulo S ( k' w ) .
Theorem 1.17. Zf OS is finitely observable and -S(niENRi) = nicNS(R,) fir a/l {Ri}ieN, where each Ri iS art A-family, -P(ni@JQi) = ni,Np(Qi) f or all {Qi}ieN, where each Qi is an (A, O)-family, then gW = -0s.
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
Moreover,
Der,p(a") 2 Der,p+~ (a") 2 ...
and e[ E De,,k (a") for all k 3 0. Thus {e$' ( k > 0) is finite modulo S ( Z w ). So there exists q B 0 such that

Vh > 0 3h' > h such that eg S(E,) ei.
We claim that e's ( E w) e$' and since A k eg [a"] we have the thesis. Since S preserves intersections of A-families, it is sufficient to show that for all h > 0 e'S(Eh)ei.
Case I: 0 < h < q. By definition e' S( Ed) ei, which implies e' S( oh) el_', since because of h < q, from Proposition 1.15 we have Z~ C Zh;
Case 2: h > q. By definition of q there exists h' 3 h such that ei, S( Zm) e: and thus e;, S ( ZE'~, ) ei; moreover el, S ( gh, ) e' and, S ( oh, ) being an equivalence, e' S ( ZZh, ) et; thus from Proposition 1.15 we get e' S( %h ) ei. Conditions on nonobserved sorts are satisfied since for all s E S -0 we have that (%))s = (n %))s = (n P(gkklO))s
= (p(n ~kkOO))s k>O ka0 k>O = (P(~wlo))s.
Analogously for the conditions on the predicates. 0
In the case of strong bisimulation for labelled transition systems with atomic values as labels our theorem requires that for all states s, for all experiments x 5 s1 there exists k 2 0 such that the set is finite modulo S( SW); i.e. finite modulo the set of Z,-equivalence classes of elements of {s' 1 s 5 s', s' LS k_l .q}. While finitely branching condition requires that for all labels a the set {s' 1 A k s 5 s'} is finite; i.e. with the above notation, that the set is finite. Thus our conditions are less restrictive.
Observational logic and its properties
In this section we look for logics characterizing the observational equivalence (we will say HM logics).
In order to help the reader, we introduce the basic ideas in Section 2.1, starting with the original HM logic. By looking at the first-order form of the modal formulas of Hennesy and Milner, we illustrate how the basic modalities are determined by (sets of) schemas of experiments, that we call patterns; this gives us a way to define modalities in connection with pattern sets for general observational structures. This connection gives, in our opinion, a rather interesting and general characterization of modalities. It is shown as a further example how this connection works in the case of higher-order CCS.
In Section 2.2-after giving the formal definitions-we state what we call a generalized Hennessy-Milner theorem (whose proof can be found in Section 2.4). The central notion is the representability of a similarity law by a family of pattern sets; essentially a similarity law is representable by a family of pattern sets whenever it is generated by it in a standard way. The main theorem asserts that anyfamily of pattern sets representing a similarity law has an associated HM logic. Thus we have conditions for discovering different HM logics. In particular, for any observational structure OS such that S (-0s) is an equivalence, a trivial HM logic exists: the one associated with the family of pattern sets consisting of the S(-0~) equivalence classes. Clearly this logic is of no use at all. In order to obtain significant HM logics, a suitable, as linitary as possible, family of pattern sets has to be discovered, what makes the validity of an interesting logic characterization not at all trivial.
To show the interest and the applicability of the result, we consider a higher-order calculus already in the introductory examples, and we give further applications in Section 2.3 to get HM logics for distributed and branching bisimulation.
The examples demonstrate that our observational logic exactly extends the ones used by various authors for single semantic equivalences; in particular in analogy with what happens for finite CC'S (see [22] ), we do not need infinite conjunctions of observational formulas whenever there is only a finite set of experiments passed by an observable element (say a process).
From experiments to observational logics
We recall the definition of the HM logic for CC'S (see [ 191 and also [22] 1. The set of formulas of the logic ?tM (CCS) is inductively defined as follows: In what follows, for 4, I,U E F'c?Fr (X), we write 4 = I,V meaning "4 and cy are logically equivalent".
In the case of CCSO the family of patterns {x 2 y 1 a : act} completely determines the value of S on all R; we say that S is represented by {x 2 y 1 a : act} whenever this happens. In order to fully appreciate the central role of representability immediately, it is convenient to anticipate the main result of this section: Whenever in an observational structure S is represented by a family of patterns Z, a Hennessy-Milner theorem holds for a generalized logic generated by 3-1.
In This notion of representability of S can be extended in order to relax the constraints in the main theorem considerably. We defined above that an experiment e is similar modulo R to all and only the experiments obtained by instantiating its pattern e* on R-equivalent observed objects. In general, it is possible that S puts experiments in relation which do not correspond to R-equivalent instances of the same "pattern"; we can generalize the definition of representability to "families of pattern sets" as follows In the following section we develop the technical details of this idea. Here we point out that using a family of pattern sets (rather than a family of patterns) has the following effect on formulas: formulas of the form @*Ml . b The disjunction VeeEH models the fact that since all R-equivalent instances of the patterns in H are similar, we allow an instance of any of them to succeed. The use of modalities corresponds to the semantics given in the cases when processes are modelled by labelled transition systems; whenever the data are labelled transition systems there is a corresponding Kripke structure (see [24] for a general discussion). But our formalism permits us to extend the approach to generic specifications of data types and also to treat higher-order cases, without any ad hoc construction.
A generalized Hennessy-Milner theorem
Definition 2.1. A family of pattern sets is a family 'H such that H E 3-1 implies that H C FOFZ (Xo) with X0 variables of observed sorts, for all 4 E H,  FV(q5) G {x,yl,...,  y,} and #[x,a, ,..., a,] E Exp for all al ,..., a,, . . ,n, where H(e), H(e'), P and 2 are the pattern sets and the patterns associated respectively with e and e' by the above property.
We can now state the main result, i.e. informally, for any given representation 'H of S, the testing structure (see Definition 1.13) 0s~. having 7-L' as experiments gives the same maximum o-relation as OS does. For this we use the characterization of the maximum observational relation as a limit of a (transfinite) sequence of approximations introduced in Section 1.4. We define for each ordinal A a testing structure OS,, having as experiments the set XL of formulas in 'H* having "depth" smaller than A; indicating by -%A the maximum observational relation for OS,,, we show that for all A E 0, Ei = N7.@.
Since 'FI* = U1cO EL we clearly have "H' = n NH" = n ZA = N.
?IEC3 LE0
Because two experiments are similar in a testing structure iff they are logically equivalent, 'H' is an observational logic characterizing the maximum o-relation of OX two objects are equivalent iff they satisfy the same set (modulo logical equivalence) of formulas in X'. The formal statements follow. 
., for all o E 0 and all a', a" E A, a' wO a" iff for all C#I E IFI* ($[a'] holds $$[a"] holds); (iii) iffor all o E 0, a E A, the set {e 1 e E Exp,A + e[a]} isfinite, then
(i) and (ii) hold for the subset of ti* with fmitary conjunctions.
Proof. See Section 2.4. 0
We stress that the theorem does not assert that the Hennessy-Milner characterization holds for one particular class of observational formulas; it gives instead conditions for such a result to hold. Many observational structures have a representable S; indeed, if S ("0~) is an equivalence relation, then S is represented by the family of the equivalence classes of Exp with respect to S(~0.s). Moreover, S may be represented by many different R. Clearly, we are interested in the cases in which each H E 7-L is finite and the definition of K itself "does not depend on -"; notice that this is the case of all the examples given in the paper.
Applications
Distributed bisimulation for CCS
We show the treatment of distributed bisimulation for a CCS-like language (see [ 111) using observational structures. We show that not only the basic detinition is an instance of our schema, but also that we have a characterization of the maximum distributed bisimulation by a corresponding HM logic.
We consider, as in [ 111, a variation dCCS of CC'S0 obtained by replacing the predicateby --- (-,-) Ibexactxbexbe defined by the following inductive rules: Notice that dCCS does not model handshaking communication (it is possible to extend the definition of distributed bisimulation to handle communication but here for simplicity we omit its treatment; all the results shown in this section apply also in such cases).
The observational structure for distributed bisimulation is:
where Pdccs is the propagation law associated with the algebra dCCS (see which the second behaviour satisfies, while the first does not.
Branching bisimulation
Let TS be an algebraic transition system, i.e., an algebra on a signature C containing sorts be, act and predicates -
: be x act x be and + : be x be. We assume that C includes an operation T: --f act. The interpretation of =+ in TS is defined by the following inductive rules
The following definition is just the rephrasing in our notation of the original definition of branching bisimulation as given in [26, 13] . forb,Rb;,biRb;.
Notice that this structure is represented by a family of pattern sets, while there exist simpler observational structures, whose maximum o-relation is the maximum branching bisimulation, but they cannot be represented by any reasonable family of pattern sets (and hence cannot be used to generate a corresponding logic from our result).
Fact 2.8. R is a branching bisimulation iffit is an o-relation for t3R.
Proof. The proof requires some details but consists of routine checks. 0
It is easily seen that a representation of S is 'H = {H, 1 a : act} defined as follows:
for all a f: 7. This observational logic provided by our general approach is similar but quite less intuitive than the one originally given in [ 131; we think that the one of [ 131 can be seen as an optimization of ours as it should be, since our logic is generated in a canonical way. The relationship between the two sets of formulas can be the subject of some interesting investigations.
However it is interesting to note that the modalities are similar to those in [ 131, again supporting the feeling that our approach captures correctly the intuition behind.
Proof of the Generalized Hennessy-Milner Theorem
In this section we prove the Generalized Hennesy-Milner Theorem (Theorem 2.6). We start with the proof of (i).
Proof of (i).
We prove that El = w7-F~ by induction on 1. In the following wXd is simply written wA. a' 2,~ a", for a', a" E A,, which concludes the proof.
Case 3: L limit ordinal. This case is routine.
Proof of (ii). Immediate consequence of (i).
Proof of (iii). If for all o E 0, a E A, the set {e ( e E Exp, A k e [a ] } is finite, then also the set V used in the proof of (i) is finite and so each vi is a finite conjunction; and this is the only point of the proof of (i) where infinite conjunctions are needed. 0
Observational specifications
Here we briefly illustrate the use of our formalism for algebraic specifications integrating the specifications of processes, data types and functions.
An observational speci'cation is a particular case of observational structure in which we make explicit use of an algebraic specification SP, moreover the algebra component of the structure is the initial model of SP.
An algebraic specification SP is a couple (Z, Ax) where C is a signature and Ax a set of positive conditional axioms. Positive conditional axioms are formulas of the form l\iEIai 1 a, where ai,a are atoms, and atoms have form either tl = t2 or p(t,, . . . , 1, ), with the t,'s terms of appropriate sort and p predicate symbol. A Z-algebra which satisfies all the axioms in Ax is said a model of SP. Due to the restriction on the form of the axioms of the specifications there exists always an initial model Isp which is term-generated and characterized by:
where !-denotes the sound and complete system for many-sorted conditional deduction (see e.g., [ 171) . In the following, given t E T, we simply write t for the interpretation of t in Isp.
Definition 3.1. An observational specification is a 5-uple (SP, 0, Exp, S, P), where SP = (Z, Ax) is a specification and (2, Isp, 0, Exp, S, P) is an observational structure.
In the case of observational specifications we define particular propagation and similarity laws derived by the axioms and introduce a canonical, we call initial, associated observational structure, with examples.
The free axiomatic propagation law provides the minimal propagation of the identifications on the observed elements to the whole structure (i.e., to all nonobserved sorts and all predicates) which preserves the algebraic structure and the validity of the specification axioms about nonobserved elements and predicates. (equalities between terms of observed sorts present in R), and let SP + R k" be the deductive system with proper axioms Axo u EqR obtained by deleting from t all inference rules by which we could prove equalities between terms of observed sort, ie, the system consisting of the following inference rules: Since SP has only positive conditional over for all t', t" : o, o E 0, SP+R k" axioms 3Psp is monotonic; moret' = t" iff t' R, t", so that for o E 0 we have that 3PsP(R), = R,; thus Definition 3.2 truly defines a propagation law.
Given a propagation law P, we can canonically define a similarity law S(P) such that for all R we consider equivalent two experiments if and only if they at most differ for subcomponents which are related by P (R).
Definition 3.3 (Similarity law generated by a Propagation law).
Given a C-algebra A, 0 C S and P E P-law (A, 0)) S (P ) is defined as follows: for all e, e' E Exp(C, 0) and all A-families R, e' S(P) (R) It is easy to see that S(P) is truly a similarity law. 
Example 1. FCC'S: CCSO with functions
Here we define an extension of CCSO including functions having arguments and/or results of sort behaviour by means of the initial observational structure 3CCS; for simplicity we consider functions having only one argument of sort behaviour and returning a behaviour.
The purpose of this example is to show that our framework allows to treat rather uniformly varieties of concurrent calculi (always in the spirit of CCS, i.e., defining transitions).
We first give the specification CCSO-SP corresponding to CCSO. The initial model of CCSO-SP restricited to .&-se is just the algebra CCSO given in Section 1.1. Notice that here the static properties allow us to simply define the transition relation (we need less rules than in Section 1.1). where FUN is a set of function symbols used to represent behaviour functions (for example, in the following we take as FUN a set of A-expressions) and APP is a set of axioms defining the application operation - (-) for all F E FUN.
"fix" is the tixpoint operator, and ,E is the usual nondeterministic choice indexed on behaviours; so fixAx.b(X) and Ckc.b(x) are written in the usual CCS notation as fixx.b(X) and C xEC'('sO,, b (x ) respectively. Notice that the introduction of a functional sort allows the definition of these two operators as algebraic operations of a signature.
Axiom (1) requires term-extensionality on functions, axioms (3) defines the transitions of C f behaviours exactly as in CCS, while axiom (2) directly defines the fixpoint operator fix instead of giving the transitions of the behaviours built with it, as is usually done when defining CCS. Notice finally that FCCS differs from CCS just for the restriction and the relabelling operations; notice also that the elements of sort fun are open behaviours, while the elements of sort be correspond to processes, in the usual CCS terminology. R323 = (FCCS,Exp, {be}), where Exp = {x 5 b ) a : act, b : be} is the set of experiments used in Section 1.1 to define strong bisimulation.
Since wFcCS is a congruence, we can define the semantic model FCCS = IF~~S/~7cc~. Two functions are equivalent in FCCS iff when applied to strongly bisimilar behaviours they return strongly bisimilar behaviours.
FCCS restricted to ,Qc~~ coincides with the algebra CC'S0 defined in Section 1.1; but note that here, for example, we have that b + b' = b' + b holds in CCSO; while when using the definition of Section 1.1 this has to be proved.
Consider, for example, the two functions 
Example 2: Maps from identifiers into behaviours
The purpose of this example is to show that our theory allows to integrate the specification of abstract data types and of dynamic objects and in particular to consider processes as data types and to use them for building new compound types (see [ 5 ] for a more extensive treatment of this aspect ) .
We define maps from identifiers into behaviours by means of an initial observational structure MCCS. One can think of using a map of that kind, for example, for storing processes modelling the execution of some UNIX-like commands. is an o-relation, and hence that MCCS+ Rktbe) ml = m2, i.e., ml NMCCS m2.
